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Jason’s Notes on the Peoples and 
Places of the Sunlit Lands

PEOPLES

 Aluvoreans—  Plant people. They have green or blue skin. Don’t make jokes about 
weed killer. They do not like this.

 Elenil—  I don’t think they’re jerks on purpose. It’s just that they really like everything 
a certain way. And that way involves them being in charge and also dressing up in 
silly clothes. Loves: costume parties, prophecies, fancy food, haberdashery, making 
deals. Hates: high fives, irreverent jokes at their expense, the destabilization of their 
source of power, impertinent questions about the underlying philosophy of the 
magical economy, suspenders.

 Kakri—  They love stories and live in the desert and are great warriors, and they are tall 
and tan skinned and have shining silver eyes, et cetera, but the most important 
thing is that Baileya is a Kakri, and she is the most beautiful, amazing, intelligent, 
kind, terrifying, and wonderful person I have ever met. Also, she can’t read English, 
so I can say whatever I want about her here. (Insert heart emoji, insert smiley face 
with heart eyes, XOXOXOXO.) PS, reminder: do not teach Baileya to read.

 Maegrom—  These little dudes have grey skin and have a whole underground 
kingdom. I don’t know much about them, so I just make up stories about them. 
My favorite is called “Maegrom, PI.” It’s about a Maegrom named Thomas who 
solves mysteries in the Sunlit Lands. His best friend is a mole named Higgins. 
I want to get to know the Maegrom better, but honestly, at this point I think I’ll 
be disappointed because they won’t live up to my fantasy version.

 Pastisians—  Necromancers. I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again: HARD PASS. If 
you talk to the dead, don’t talk to me.
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 Scim—  I think they’re cute, and I don’t care what anyone else says. In fact, as soon as 
I’m done here, I’m going to go give Break Bones a great big hug.

Southern  Court—  You know that friend who tells you jokes and then he’s the only 
one who laughs? Yeah, that’s these guys. Also, they are lizard  shape-  shifters.

 Zhanin—  I’m told Zhanin translates to “shark people,” and c’mon, that’s all we really 
need to know, right? Baileya was telling me, “These people are dangerous, for 
they kill all who threaten the balance of magic,” and I was like, “Hey, as soon as 
you said ‘shark people,’ I knew to stay away from them.”

PLACES

 Aluvorea—  The great forest where the Aluvoreans live. Why am I writing this stuff 
down? I should be able to remember this.

Court of Far  Seeing—  The fabulous  city-  state of the Elenil. Slightly less fabulous 
since me and Madeline and our friends busted it up by wrecking their magic 
and chopping off their leader’s hand. Now they’re trying to kill me, but I’m like, 
whoa, have you ever heard of forgiveness? You’ll be happier if you try it, believe 
me.

Ginian  Sea—  I hear it’s nice this time of year. Maybe everyone should go hang out on 
the beach together for a week. Then there would be less fighting. Maybe the Elenil 
and the Scim could solve all their problems with a big volleyball tournament or 
something. The Zhanin live here, and they could be the referees or eat the losing 
team or whatever.

Kakri  Territories—  It’s pretty nice here if you like deserts and lots of wild animals 
that are smarter than Earth animals and trying to kill you. Oh yeah, and the 
Kakri people, who are also nice when they are not trying to kill you. Other than 
that, great place, highly recommended, five stars.

 Pastisia—  They have death blimps. Baileya says not to call them that, but I know a 
death blimp when I see one.

The Southern  Court—  Imagine that one table of weird kids in the cafeteria who are 
nice and everything, but they are always laughing at jokes that make no sense 
whatsoever. Now imagine they are  shape-  shifting lizard people.

Underground Maegrom  city—  Not that I’ve been there, but I picture a big cavern 
with houses carved out of the rock. There are torches, probably, and the houses 
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are warmed by magma flows. And maybe someone has painted a big yellow sun 
on the ceiling of the cavern. Just as a way to cheer up the other Maegrom, you 
know?

Wasted  Lands—  Imagine the dumpsters at Disneyland and you know what the 
Wasted Lands  are—  the Happiest Place on Earth has to get rid of all its waste 
somehow. They try to keep it locked up and hidden away, but it’s only going 
to work so long. The Scim live here. It’s not great.

 Westwind—  This is the name of the Knight of the Mirror’s castle, which is located 
on the EAST side of Far Seeing. When I was staying there, I would ask the 
knight once a day, “Hey, why is it called WESTwind when it’s on the EAST 
side of the city?” And every day he would ignore me, but I could tell my daily 
question was getting to him and that one day I would ask and he would gently 
place his hand on my shoulder and explain it all to me. Only then would I be 
worthy to take my rightful place . . . as TOUR GUIDE TO THE SUNLIT 
LANDS.

 Zoltarnog—  The hidden wizards’ island in the northern Ginian Sea. It is said that 
the wild magics of the Sunlit Lands will be tamed by the wizards of  Zoltarnog— 
 ha ha ha ha, I just made that one up and you totally fell for it, didn’t you? 
ADMIT IT!
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Cast of Characters

 Amira—  Shula’s younger sister

 Arakam—  a prophetic dragon who lives in Aluvorea

Archon  Thenody—  the chief magistrate; supreme ruler of the Elenil; crippled since 
being wounded by the Sword of Years

 Baileya—  a Kakri warrior; Jason’s fiancée; daughter of Willow, granddaughter of 
Abronia

 Bezaed—  a Kakri warrior; one of Baileya’s brothers

Black  Skulls—  the elite fighting force of the Scim; there are three known members, 
one of whom is Darius

 Boulos—  Shula’s older brother

Break  Bones—  a Scim warrior once imprisoned by the Elenil, now Jason’s ally

Darius  Walker—  an American human allied with the Scim; Madeline’s  ex-  boyfriend; 
a Black Skull

David  Glenn—  an American human who was sent to Aluvorea by the Knight of the 
Mirror

Delightful Glitter Lady (Dee, DGL)—  Jason’s unicorn; can change size

 Diwdrap—  a faerie

 Eclipse—  a Scim child
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 Evernu—  a gallant white stag who works alongside Rondelo

Father  Anthony—  a Catholic priest

Garden  Lady—  a mysterious old woman who has taken an interest in Madeline

 Gilenyia—  an influential Elenil lady; Hanali’s cousin; has the power of healing

 Hanali—  an Elenil recruiter who invited Madeline to the Sunlit Lands

Jason Wu (Wu Song)—  an American human who followed Madeline into the Sunlit 
Lands; always tells the truth

Jenny  Wu—  Jason’s sister

Kekoa  Kahananui—  an American human who was sent to the Zhanin by the Knight 
of the Mirror

Knight of the  Mirror—  a human in his midforties; eschews magic; onetime guardian 
of the five Scim artifacts

Kyle  Oliver—  Madeline’s father

 Lamisap—  an Aluvorean woman

 Lin—  an Aluvorean woman

Madeline  Oliver—  an American human formerly in the service of the Elenil

Majestic  One—  the Elenil name for the magician who founded the Sunlit Lands

 Malik—  Darius’s cousin

 Moriarty—  a brucok (gigantic bird from the Kakri territories)

Mother  Crow—  a Kakri matriarch

Mrs.  Raymond—  an English human woman who runs the Transition House for 
humans in the Sunlit Lands; fifty years old

Mrs.  Rouhana—  a Syrian woman who used to clean for the Bisharas

 Mud—  the Scim leader of the  anti-  Elenil resistance

 Nightfall—  a Scim child

Night’s  Breath—  a Scim warrior

 Oreg—  a Maegrom tinker and rebel

Patra  Koja—  the antlered spirit of an Aluvorean marsh
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Peasant  King—  the figure from Scim legend who founded the Sunlit Lands

 Remi—  the Guardian of the Wind

 Rondelo—  the Elenil captain of the guard in the Court of Far Seeing

Ruth  Mbewe—  a Zambian  eight-  year-  old; the Knight of the Mirror’s ward; 
accompanied Kekoa to the land of the Zhanin

 Shadow—  a Scim child

Shula  Bishara—  a Syrian human; friend to Madeline; has the power to burst 
into flame

 Sochar—  an Elenil guard

 Sofía—  the housekeeper in Madeline’s home on Earth

 Thastle—  a faerie

 Vivi—  the father of Hanali, son of Gelintel

 Wallace—  a sentient tunnel 

Wendy  Oliver—  Madeline’s mother

 Wilfred—  yet another sentient tunnel

 Yenil—  a young orphaned Scim girl; adopted by Madeline and Shula
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Lexicon of Aluvorean Words

alam: flower

allae: the river of life; a waterfall; clear, running water

annagini vasagi: the Queen’s Tree; literally “the queen who brings life”

annaginuk: queen

anukop: a pond; also the name of the lake around Inyulap Anyar

Arakam: dragon of the underworld

ayara: heartwood; heart; the center of a matter; “life’s blood”

Ayara Ardha: the Heartwood Throne, or the fruit of its tree

Ayara Ikannuto: the Heartwood Crown

emes esutol: seed of hope

enalanok: hero

Inyulap Anyar: the Queen’s Island

isap: moss

kaska shram: the carnivorous forest

lin: long grass that is good for weaving; productive

raskan: firethorns

Uduhum Kob: literally “thirsty water”; the Ginian Sea

urudap: an Aluvorean beast of burden

vana: a good and pleasant place
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